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Two church-ladies-turned-sleuths are sure to raise more than a little hell when they decide to make crime-
solving miracles in this hilarious new novel. . .

They've been laid off, they're broke, and their faith is really being tried. But dedicated Mount Kneel Down
Baptist Church members Patience Kash and Joy Karry figure now is the perfect time to pursue their other
true calling--becoming private detectives. And if that means putting up with their thug-wannabe cousin
Porky's delusions while hilariously interfering with their famous detective godson Percy's investigations, it's
still a heaven-sent opportunity to hear all the town dirt and find customers. . .

When a thief steals the prized family Bible right out from under Porky's nose and church funds are missing
on Patience's watch, these sisters-in-God find themselves sleuthing out the strangest family and church
secrets--and up against someone more than ready to send them to their heavenly reward. Now, they'll need
their most inspired hunches, their not-real-fierce dog Felony, and their license-to-missionary to uncover the
truth and crack this holy case. . .

"Walker shines a little light on a wacky family reunion with her usual inspirational, knee-slapping style."
--Publishers Weekly  on Don't Blame the Devil

"Deeply entertaining. . .a rip-roaringly comical read." --The RAWSISTAZ Reviewers on Mother Eternal
Ann Everlastin's Dead

"A comic novel about mistakes and second chances." --Library Journal on Don't Blame the Devil
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From reader reviews:

Edward Phillips:

This Holy Mayhem book is just not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The
benefit you get by reading this book is information inside this e-book incredible fresh, you will get data
which is getting deeper anyone read a lot of information you will get. This kind of Holy Mayhem without we
know teach the one who studying it become critical in contemplating and analyzing. Don't become worry
Holy Mayhem can bring if you are and not make your tote space or bookshelves' turn into full because you
can have it inside your lovely laptop even mobile phone. This Holy Mayhem having fine arrangement in
word in addition to layout, so you will not truly feel uninterested in reading.

Angelina Rone:

Reading can called head hangout, why? Because if you find yourself reading a book particularly book
entitled Holy Mayhem the mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each aspect that
maybe unknown for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging every word written in a book then
become one contact form conclusion and explanation that will maybe you never get just before. The Holy
Mayhem giving you an additional experience more than blown away your thoughts but also giving you
useful details for your better life with this era. So now let us explain to you the relaxing pattern is your body
and mind will likely be pleased when you are finished looking at it, like winning a game. Do you want to try
this extraordinary investing spare time activity?

Andrew Garcia:

This Holy Mayhem is completely new way for you who has interest to look for some information as it relief
your hunger of information. Getting deeper you in it getting knowledge more you know or you who still
having small amount of digest in reading this Holy Mayhem can be the light food to suit your needs because
the information inside that book is easy to get through anyone. These books develop itself in the form that is
reachable by anyone, sure I mean in the e-book type. People who think that in reserve form make them feel
tired even dizzy this e-book is the answer. So there isn't any in reading a guide especially this one. You can
find actually looking for. It should be here for anyone. So , don't miss this! Just read this e-book variety for
your better life and knowledge.

Pearlie Wong:

Reading a reserve make you to get more knowledge from this. You can take knowledge and information
coming from a book. Book is created or printed or highlighted from each source that filled update of news. In
this modern era like right now, many ways to get information are available for anyone. From media social
similar to newspaper, magazines, science guide, encyclopedia, reference book, book and comic. You can add
your knowledge by that book. Are you hip to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or just seeking
the Holy Mayhem when you desired it?
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